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In Exposing the Devil’s Agenda (CCMC Volume 1), it was suggested that
most professing Christians are oblivious to a major Bible storyline. It
offered a journey into the ancient texts revealing this agenda against God
and His design. In turn, it allowed the reader to understand how humanity
fits into the enemy’s diabolical scheme.
The purpose of Volume 2 is simple. Rather than understanding how we
fit into the devil’s agenda, we will discover how humanity fits into the
Father’s plan. Prior to being stoned to death, the martyr Stephen directed
our attention to “the church in the wilderness” and further accentuated the
“living oracles” that were to be given unto us (Acts 7:38).
Understanding Our Placement directs the reader’s attention to yet another
major storyline that has been overlooked, as it explores this “Living Oracle
Theology.” Above all, it is designed to reveal an even deeper perspective of
the gospel, insomuch as to reexamine the purpose for which Christ came.









Identity Crisis Prophecy
The Ephraim Awakening
Commonwealth Theology
The Greater Exodus
God’s Love Language
Torah Observance
Hebrew Roots
Law Vs. Grace

This volume brings together many of these same aspects of theology to
provide the reader with a practical guide for understanding Israel’s
identity and her connection with the modern church, while resolving
disputes commonly drawn from Paul’s epistles. Moreover, this book is
meant to challenge the reader to reevaluate their valued traditions and
reconsider our modern “Christian” lifestyles, in efforts to grow in the
fullness of the Father.

PREFACE
It is my belief, as well as the belief of those who have become awake to this
deception, that Satan has blinded the eyes of most professing Christians about
our placement in this world. Not in terms of salvation through Christ necessarily.
Rather, I speak more in terms of knowing where we fit in to the devil’s agenda.1
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f you are familiar with the first volume of CCMC, then you are aware that I
detailed multiple endgame strategies of our adversary. The first volume, Exposing
the Devil’s Agenda Against God’s Design,2 was for the purpose of identifying
methods of indoctrination and acknowledging that we are subjects of deception. It
allowed the reader to tear away those shrouds of tradition that most commonly define
mainstream Christianity. The purpose of this volume, Understanding our Placement
Through the Eyes of Yah, is simple. Rather than understanding how we fit in to the devil’s
agenda, we will learn how we fit into the Father’s plan.
For those who persisted through the first CCMC endeavor, we learned how to play
Rubik’s Cube with our minds by shifting aside those ideologies that shaped our
conceptual reality. In doing so, we were able to twist and turn different blocks of
information, which ultimately allowed us to lock in truth to its rightful place. Despite
that it was inconvenient to our existing beliefs and lifestyles; we strived to unlearn what
is commonly accepted among the conventional church setting, in order to make room
for new information.
CCMC Volume 2 is intended to do the same by continuing the journey but in a
different direction. Certain passages that you may have previously assumed to be
inapplicable to your spiritual journey will begin to come alive as you advance through
the following pages. Understanding our Placement delivers a completely different
message than Exposing the Devil’s Agenda. The former dealt with our perception of
reality, while the current is centered upon our relationship with the Father.
Potentially, this volume could have been an additional chapter of the first volume,
whereas I began unlocking many dynamics of this great truth around the same time I
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was concluding my first manuscript. Yet because the first volume was becoming so
extensive, it made sense to conclude that project and rest for a season. Furthermore,
there were too many areas left open-ended in the present study, and I felt led to keep
searching everything out.
Looking back now, I know that I made the right decision. If I would have attempted
to include this content as part of the first release, it would have made the book even
bulkier and probably more intimidating for the reader. Furthermore, it would have
ended up being too much content to squeeze into a single chapter. I am therefore
convinced that Crushing Conceptualism in Modern Christianity was meant to expand in
two separate volumes; one for demolition and one for reconstruction; one to shake us
up, and one to bring peace and settle our spirits. As you will find, this book is meant to
reassure the reader of his or her placement in this world.

